We calculate inclusive dijet production cross section in high energy hadron collisions within the BFKL resummation formalism for the QCD Pomeron. Unlike the previous calculations with the Pomeron developing only between tagging jets, we include also the Pomerons which are adjacent to the hadrons. With these adjacent Pomerons we define a new object -the BFKL structure function of hadron -which enables one to calculate the inclusive dijet production for any rapidity intervals. We present predictions for the K-factor and the azimuthal angle decorrelation in the inclusive dijet production for Fermilab-Tevatron and CERN-LHC energies.
Contribution to the cross section of Fig. 1(a) considered by Mueller and Navelet [2] is
where the subscript on σ {P } labels the contribution to the cross section as a single-Pomeron; C A = 3 is a color group factor; x i are the longitudinal momentum fractions of the tagging jets; k i⊥ are the transverse momenta; F A,B are the effective structure functions of colliding hadrons; y = ln(x 1 x 2 s/k 1⊥ k 2⊥ ) is the relative rapidity of tagging jets and, finally, f BF KL is the solution for the BFKL equation.
If one retains in f BF KL (k 1⊥ , k 2⊥ , y) of Eq. (1) only the leading α S -independent contribution to its α S -expansion, one gets the result of [14] :
(An interesting feature of this result is that it does not contain specific contributions from gluons and quarks -they turn out to be the same up to a simple group factor in the high energy limit. This provides the possibility to hide all the nonperturbative physics in the pair of effective structure functions
) What distinguishes the cross section of Eq. (1) from the analogous one of Eq. (2) is a systematic resummation of (α S y)-corrections to the hard subprocess cross section, which is necessary when the relative rapidity of jets, y, is not small.
The solution for the BFKL equation has the following integral representation [1] :
where the star means complex conjugation;
are Lipatov's eigenfunctions and
are Lipatov's eigenvalues. Here ψ is the logarithmic derivative of Euler Gamma-function. Making use of the above-introduced objects we rewrite Eq.(1) as follows:
As one can guess, subprocesses of Fig. 1 (b)-1(d) with the adjacent Pomerons contribute to the effective structure functions, i.e., one can account for them by just adding some "radiation corrections" to the structure functions of Eq. (5):
The complex conjugation on Φ B could be understood if one look at rhs of Eq. (5) as a matrix element of a t-chanel evolution operator with the relative rapidity, y, as an evolution parameter and F B as a final state; (n, ν) are then "good quantum numbers" conserved under the evolution-this makes room for (n, ν)-dependence of the corrected structure functions. We note also that the corrected structure functions may depend on the transverse momenta of the tagging jets.
To get an explicit expression for the radiation correction to the effective hadron structure functions, let us consider, for example, the contribution of Fig. 1(b) . In terms of the radiation correction, D A , it is
On the other hand, BFKL summation of the leading energy logarithms yields
where ξ, q 1⊥ parameterize the momentum of the most rapid untagging jet moving in the same direction as hadron A (see Fig. 1(a) );
is the relative rapidity measuring the rapidity lapse spanned by the adjacent Pomeron. We cut the infrared-divergent transverse momentum integration by the normalization point, µ 1 , of F A . Other integration cuts in Eq. (9) are evident from the kinematics 3 . Splitting the Pomerons into the product of Lipatov's eigenfunctions and making the transverse momentum integrations in Eq.(9) one gets that, first, Eqs. (8), (9) are compatible and, second 4 ,
Some comments on the above formula are in order. The iǫ defines the right way to deal with the singularity at n = ν − λ = 0. The dependence on the energy √ s is weak-we check it for the Tevatron and LHC energies performing the numerical calculations (see below) with and without suppression of the last factor in Eq.(11).
To make a local summary, we have got the following compact and significant form for the dijet production inclusive cross section:
where the new structure functions Φ A,B that depend on Lipatov's quantum numbers (n, ν)-we call them BFKL structure functions-can be read off Eqs. (7), (11) . We expect that Eq. (12) may serve as an example of factorization matching the Regge limit of QCD. It would be interesting to make contact between the factorization of Eq. (12) and the k ⊥ -factorization of [16] .
Eq. (12) gets simpler for x-symmetric dijet production with x 1 = x 2 after integration over transverse momenta squared larger than a cut value, k
Thus, following [2, 8, 9] we consider
This depends on the azimuthal angle, φ, between the tagging jets and an effective relative rapidity, y * ≡ ln(x 1 x 2 s/k 2 ⊥min ) 5 . We compute the Fourier coefficients of the azimuthal angle dependence, C n (y * , k ⊥min ). The normalization of Eq. (13) makes C 0 (y * , k ⊥min ) equal to the K-factor-the ratio of the cross section integrated over the azimuthal angle, to the Born one.
The exponential growth of this quantity with rapidity was predicted in [2] . Another quantity of interest is the average cosine of the azimuthal angle between tagging jets, < cos(φ − π) >= C 1 (y * , k ⊥min )/C 0 (y * , k ⊥min ) [8, 9] (φ = π for back-to-back jets). We plot our predictions for the K-factor in Fig. 2 and < cos(φ − π) > in Fig. 3 . The leading order CTEQ3L structure functions [17] with Λ (5) QCD = 132 MeV/c have been used. We point out the following qualitative features of our numerical results: (i) the contribution of the adjacent Pomerons to the cross section is significant-up to 60% (20%) at k ⊥min = 20 GeV/c (50 GeV/c) at the Tevatron energy;
(ii) the contribution of the adjacent Pomerons slowly dies out as y * approaches to its kinematical bounds;
(iii) growth of the energy as well as the decrease of the lower cutoff on the transverse momenta of the tagging jets causes the contribution of the adjacent Pomerons to be even more significant;
(iv) the azimuthal angle decorrelation (deviation of the average cosine from unit) is less sensitive to the contribution of the adjacent Pomerons;
As it is apparent from our plots, the resummation effects are significant not only for large rapidity intervals. Thus, the region of moderate rapidity intervals seems also to be promising for BFKL Pomeron manifestation searches.
We should note here that the extraction of data on high-k ⊥ jets from the event samples in order to compare them with the BFKL Pomeron predictions should be different from the algorithms directed to a comparison with perturbative QCD predictions for the hard processes. These algorithms, motivated by the strong k ⊥ -ordering of the hard QCD regime, employ hardest-k ⊥ jet selection (see, e.g., [18] ). It is doubtful that one can reconcile these algorithms with the weak k ⊥ -diffusion and the strong rapidity ordering of the semi-hard QCD regime, described by the BFKL resummation. We also note that our predictions should not be compared with the preliminary data [12] extracted by the most forward/backward jet selection criterion. Obviously, one should include for tagging all the registered pairs of jets (not only the most forward-backward pair) to compare with our predictions. In particular, to make a comparison with Figs. 2,3 , one should sum up all the registered x-symmetric dijets (x 1 = x 2 ) with transverse momenta harder than k ⊥min .
Based on our study we draw a conclusion that the adjacent BFKL Pomerons can play a decisive role in high energy hadron collisions, as it may be seen in inclusive dijet production. 
